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			Weekly Energy of the Day for August 24-30, 2020


			
				Posted on August 24, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

Daily Challenges Vs. Solutions

[image: ]Find and put the respect in RESPECTABLE in your whole life all over again. The wisdom of where it is missing is worth every time and effort employed in it. Furthermore, this will be so plainly clear – it will be the easiest sorting out you have ever had to do. The energy is watching super closely – upright is accepted, uptight not quite.

Monday, August 24, 2020: Direction

The direction is on, up, and right. The veering will be off, down, and finite – finishing here and now. You would not be able to stack a good thing on top of a not-good one for this very reason. If you cannot get to the desired height, it will be because something is somewhat contrite, so you need to deal with it on the expedite.

● A mama or papa goose telling others how to live their life vs. suggesting

● A neat freak and imposing this on others vs. being a neat inspiring example

● A one-person operation as it is simple to just do it yourself vs. delegating

● Overly concerned with personal health vs. balanced and healthy outlook

Tuesday, August 25, 2020: Solutions

All solutions are reputable, tried and true, respectable, legit and due. Legitimate, above board works, while deceit and duping merks, being fair and just is a plain must.

● Complaining a lot getting involved in moral issues vs. sticking to the facts

● Feeling very hurt then blaming others vs. taking responsibility and in control

● Insensitive not caring for others feelings vs. being considerate and sensitive

● Making old rules apply to current situations vs. living in the now

Wednesday, August 26, 2020: Containment

The things you are finding out you do not like, you need to keep in a good containment, so they do not spread around anywhere or cause any further harm to anyone. It is your job to hold those responsible if you can and prevent them from expanding anymore into the future. Use your tough love.

● Jealous feelings to destroy it if you cannot have it vs. tolerating loss and gain

● Dwelling on past experiences and cannot release vs. leaving the past behind

● Sacrificing quality by rushing the project vs. making it top-notch and timely

● Being chummy and sharing personal details vs. discerning what to share

Thursday, August 27, 2020: Address

Today will be marked with a really important discourse, one that will signify an address to our present that will largely determine all of our upcoming future. Tune in to listen closely at any socially oriented messages on a substantial scale that concern your livelihood. This wide-reaching effect will have longer-term consequence than fathomable. Give it a good thought right away.

● Losing initiative when too comfortable vs. appreciating comfort and thrill

● Afraid of making decisions for fear of being wrong vs. deciding by facts

● Cutting creativity by being too practical vs. taking time as needed

● Living in the past and holding on to negativity vs. shaking it off

Friday, August 28, 2020: Important

You can put the I’m in all that is really important today for your immediate existence. Your decisions will have lightning ramifications and not skip a beat before they start manifesting your instant fortune right away. Think quick, do it right, and reap sudden results. Oh, yeah!

● Avoiding going out as a home-body vs. involving in interesting initiatives

● Overly frugal to the point of being cheap vs. gauging finances very well

● Too selfish (me-first, me-second and me-third) vs. considerate and fair

● Throwing temper-tantrums when not getting your way vs. taking it in stride

Saturday, August 29, 2020: Available

Doing reputable things right by now will avail whatever is necessary to be available for your destined survival and prosperity. Respect watching out for yourself as it does work but not over creating undue discrepancies for others. This is a day for a good harvest in every way.

● Rambling on and on with a captive audience vs. swiftly making your point

● Feeling dumb by not understanding what others say vs. asking for clarity

● Compromising standards when put under pressure vs. on the up and up

● Living in the past with negative memories vs. getting over them

Sunday, August 30, 2020: Pursue

Whatever you go after and pursue determines where you end up. Therefore, do not ever be surprised at finding out your own whereabouts after all is said and done. You always are where you deserve with nothing else responsible for it, but you yourself alone. Stand straight and tall facing your position. It is never an end all, just a stepping stone in time. Your next move is always what matters even more. You are never done.

● Complaining a lot by getting involved in moral issues vs. stating the facts

● Making everything into a big deal vs. keeping a perspective

● Setting boundaries too strongly vs. having flexibility

● Feeling sorry for and wanting to save others vs. treating people fairly

Key Word Sentence for your Direction This Week:

Your direction points you to the solutions and containment you can address in an important move available to pursue here and now.

Key Word Sentence for your Sensitivity This Week:

Pursue what is worthy even if not available but important to address in a special containment for great solutions in your proprietary direction.
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			The Energy of the Week for August 24-30, 2020: Respectable


			
				Posted on August 24, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

DO’s and DON’Ts in your personal, business and social life

[image: ]Be forewarned – the energy is testing everyone for any detectable respectable quality they may possess.  The more you have of those, the more thrilling and thriving it will be for you. The less you have of them, the worse time you will have about it. Asking ourselves what we respect and vise versa what is it we do not will be absolutely inevitable. It is time to get real and get the real answers.

How this energy affects you in your personal life:

At the tail end of the entire spiritual year, this is coming as the big introspection and much needed regrouping about what and how much we respect about ourselves. The more respectable we discover we feel and believe we are, the easier time we will have about it. However, if there are things to uncover about ourselves that are not adding up or simply not much somehow on the up and up, we could be in a major inexplicable indescribable trouble. In short, if things do not quite work well for us over this entire week, we should be plenty clear as to why that is.

DON’T indulge in too much sleep in order to escape.

DO easily keep track of many different projects at the same time.

DON’T hide or be shy to avoid confrontation at all costs.

DO be a very cost-conscious money manager and an excellent bargain hunter.

DON’T be a control freak.

DO be persistent and once you make up your mind, do not quit.

DON’T get impatient when your emotions take over.

DO easily open up and share warmly and sincerely from the heart.

How this energy affects you in your business life:

Are we doing a respectable job, or not? The strict energy is zooming in under the lens – could it be respectable from some aspects but not from others and most of all how so? The dividing line is thick – honorable is admirable, and dishonest is a giant pest. It will be clear to see, shaking to experience, and so too much to take in, but we will simply have to anyway. The best part is – all cards will be on the table and you can see exactly what you are dealing with. Hooray for everything proper!

DON’T get on a glory trip and want to be a guru.

DO like to be creative and innovative.

DON’T need to look different in order to stand out in a crowd.

DO create what you imagine in your mind.

DON’T become overprotective of projects and people.

DO get inspiration as a running conversation of thoughts or ideas in your mind.

DON’T get in the hole or the mud with others by not being detached.

DO realize you are most important to yourself so be loyal to yourself first.

How this energy affects you in your social life:

Time to do away with anything not enough respectable in your family or smallest social unit. The virtuous is worthy, the ingenuine is not fine. Address all those together with as many eye-opening examples as it will take for everyone to be on the same page. Be grateful you can all gauge how this does or does not work in any given case. It may be hard to joke about it, but in the end you will know the proof and truth are in the pudding.

DON’T like to sip drinks and eat snacks obsessively.

DO express everything you know from your own experience freely and openly.

DON’T have too much pride and not want to look bad.

DO be open and share when you see something needing to be improved.

DON’T become too selfish (me-first, me-second and me-third).

DO not compromise your own standards to avoid falling under pressure.

DON’T gossip about people when you feel wronged by them.

DO always share what you feel is the truth as you cannot tell a lie.
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			Weekly Energy of the Day for August 17-23, 2020


			
				Posted on August 16, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

Daily Challenges Vs. Solutions

[image: ]Use your PATIENCE without any hesitation over this whole week. Your outcomes will depend on your ability to take them one piecemeal at a time and gauge them one step by one step as you go. Your consideration and assiduity will pay well off.

Monday, August 17, 2020: Forthright

Today will stare in your face point blank to be open, honest, and forthright. That no-nonsense energy will simply not go away until you do your thing to be downright outspoken. You can rest assured once you clear the air.

● Being a lazy couch potato watching a lot of TV vs. having fun being proactive

● Feeling hurt and in turn blaming others for your troubles vs. taking responsibility

● Overpowering those you feel are weaker than you vs. showing them a powerful example

● Feeling sorry for others sympathizing and wanting to save them vs. empowering them

Tuesday, August 18, 2020: Unexplained

If anything remained still unexplained after yesterday, it will stick out like a sore thumb and everyone will know it. The spotlight on it will be so strong it will burn it to a crisp and make it inevitable to bare the truth within and behind it all for the world to see. Disclose, unveil, reveal – will be a great deal.

● Becoming very cynical and making fun of others vs. respecting everyone for who they are

● Becoming mean when angry and calling people names vs. keeping cool in uneasy moments

● Becoming overprotective of projects and people vs. being there for everything you care about

● Complaining and playing dumb to make others feel guilty and cater to you vs. being sincere

Wednesday, August 19, 2020: Revelation

It all always happens for a reason. The big declaration of this invaluable revelation will be a huge reflection to the recent occurrences and dealings you had to endure. Being in the middle of it allows you to leave your mark on what you can do with it to show you took care of it. What would this be?

● Living in the future with scattered thinking vs. being present in the now

● Needing to look different in order to stand out in a crowd vs. showing your natural talents

● Getting discouraged with negativity in your head vs. overcoming obstacles and adversity

● Getting bogged down in unimportant details vs. paying a tribute to everything important

Thursday, August 20, 2020: Wow!

They say it gets worse before it gets better. Well, you just kind of went through underneath it all, so wow! there comes the good part for you and you have earned it! You may have to enjoy it in slow-mo as the energy is still in a crippling mode, but this time you should be able to relish it to the fullest. Wink!

● Forgetting what you consider unimportant details vs. paying closer attention to everything

● Comparing with others and feeling either greater or lesser than vs. feeling equally unique

● A one-person operation as it is just easier to do it yourself vs. delegating and coordinating

● Feeling depressed picking up negativity from those around you vs. staying detached

Friday, August 21, 2020: Love

You got to love the dynamic turns, the surprise up and downs, the unknown flips and spins, and in the end the masterful payoff life always amazes you with. As long as you always live from your heart and do it all from your altruism, you always reach a bright star in the end. Take good care of yourself!

● A fence-sitter having a hard time making decisions vs. getting down to the bottom line

● Saying no three times before you agree something will benefit you vs. considering it right now

● Sacrificing quality by rushing to get a project out there too soon vs. keeping a high standard

● Insecure and dependent on loved ones vs. standing your own ground being solid and stable

Saturday, August 22, 2020: Aspiration

You may be gasping for aspiration all over the place. Find yourself super charged up with fascination and intrigue to go on the journey full speed ahead. Let your gusto take the lead to the places you would not dare go without it. Blaze a trail where there isn’t one, as you are living your life your own way. Take flight and pursue your highest of inspiration!

● Getting easily bored and not finishing started projects vs. finishing through with what you start

● Prideful hiding emotions with a fake persona vs. revealing your true self confidently

● Becoming overprotective of people and projects vs. supporting what is important to you

● Feeling left out and ignored if others do not listen to you vs. having solid self-esteem

Sunday, August 23, 2020: Wellness

Put the well in your own wellness today by taking meticulous care both physically and spiritually all at once of yourself and your life. What is good and healthy for you is so for what you do as well and feeling good and doing well is a direct result of it. Do your thing the best you can in high spirits.

● Having a hard time making decisions as a fence-sitter vs. pinning down the facts and deciding

● Having too much pride and not wanting to look bad vs. being strong to face the truth

● Pushing your way through projects without communicating first vs. coordinating everything

● Feeling left out and ignored if others do not listen to you vs. staying involved doing your part

Key Word Sentence for your Direction This Week:

Be forthright for all that remains unexplained to get a big revelation with a wow! for the love  of aspiration and wellness of being.

Key Word Sentence for your Sensitivity This Week:

Build your own wellness with much aspiration and love to wow! all around you for a revelation about all unexplained tangles by being forthright throughout and in the end.
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			The Energy of the Week for August 17-23, 2020: Patience


			
				Posted on August 16, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

DO’s & DON’Ts in your personal, business and social life

[image: ]In a great contrast to last week, this one will start moderately slow and even feel at times as if it is deliberately almost not moving at all to a point of testing all your patience in a big powerful way. Day after day, you will be discovering how much you need your fortitude as you are putting your endurance to use more than ever. When the time slows down like that, you know something is giving you an opportunity to look most closely at what is really going on all around you in your life right now. Take all your time and take it all in as all your findings will serve you greatly.

How this energy affects you in your personal life:

Your tolerance and patience will be measured up against all experiences and circumstances developing and unfolding over the next few days. This will challenge you to stand your ground about everything you know as you know it to be for you. You may have to do some sharing and explaining to the best you can all about it. Remember, August will help you undig the ground if you have to in order to find the major resolve to whatever needs it the most in your live right now.

DON’T be a space cadet who ends up in la-la-land.

DO like to work in compact units so you can keep everything in order.

DON’T be locked into a picture of the way things should be.

DO bring it out in the open when you see something can be improved.

DON’T over think to the point you cannot express your true feelings.

DO be a natural leader who inspires others to follow you.

DON’T ignore the facts of what, when where and why by making who the most important.

DO instantly feel the energy of those around you and if they need a healing.

How this energy affects you in your business life:

Your business will require more lenience and patience than usual, so get a nice rest and have a good breakfast before you dive in each day ahead of you. With enough persistence to gain the full understanding of every matter at hand, you can indeed persevere through the uneasy moments and even arrive at liking how revealing getting to the bottom actually feels. You can be staunch and stoic to the facts and factors in front of you. Doing what you do is worth every bit of it. You will end up with more muscle than you started with.

DON’T tend to interrupt or fragment others with unrelated comments.

DO just know when someone needs help.

DON’T say no three times before you agree something will benefit you.

DO love reading books but do not be disappointed when the movie based on it comes out.

DON’T cut off your own creativity by being too practical and conservative.

DO be introspective and thoughtful.

DON’T complain or play dumb to make others feel guilty or cater to you.

DO not feel alone because you are your own best friend and are always there for yourself.

How this energy affects you in your social life:

Have more calmness and patience toward those around you over the next week. To maintain your composure, use what you are best at in your interactions with them. Spread a little lightness and cheer whenever possible to brighten up the day for all of you. Think about all those things you can all easily relate to that are bringing you closer together than separating you farther apart. It could be the best thing that ever happened in the end.

DON’T have a tendency to lose things, miss exits and forget where your car is parked.

DO always trust yourself and your hunches.

DON’T cover up and pretend everything is alright with a smiley face.

DO love reading books but may be disappointed when the movie based on it comes out

DON’T have a tendency to compromise your own standards when you get under pressure.

DO take total responsibility for your own life and be in full control.

DON’T ignore the facts what, when where and why making who the most important.

DO give freely out of benevolence without expecting anything in return.
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			Weekly Energy of the Day for August 10-16, 2020


			
				Posted on August 9, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

Daily Challenges Vs. Solutions

[image: ]A FAST PACE race with no chase will be how to summarize your experience over the next seven days. Staying put together, being collected, and organized will give you the most advantage all while moving swiftly, picking up speed, and flying high. You can wave to the birds from your birds-eye-view as you are discovering and knowing much more as you go.

Monday, August 10, 2020: Problem

Think of your Monday this way – the pro of the problem is but a leftover from the positive energy of last week. So, it starts good and you just have to carry it on like that till it gets to a complete resolve. The latter may stretch over a few days, but you can surely get there with some tenacity and perseverance.

● Having a tendency to be possessive vs. allowing everyone an opportunity to be free

● Being a neat freak and imposing this on others vs. realize everyone has their own standards

● Being insensitive and not caring about other’s feelings vs. listening to your heart and others

● Wanting and demanding to be the center of attention vs. allowing others their opinions

Tuesday, August 11, 2020: Solution

If you think about a solution, you will be getting much closer to one even if it will seemingly appear impossible. You cannot get ahead of yourself nor you should doubt your own sensitivity while going through this process. Stay alert and well-intended and allow the flow to gestate the outcomes from one moment to the next.

● Indulging in too much sleep in order to escape vs. staying focused and involved

● Tending to be a perfectionist vs. looking at things from a more flexible point-of-view

● Sometime bullying others by pushing your decisions on them vs. staying open to other’s ideas

● Having a tendency to be a drama queen/king vs. staying grounded and working with facts

Wednesday, August 12, 2020: Exercise

Today will be super interesting while everyone will want to exercise their own creative right to freedom their own desired way. How that would be possible will remain to be seen by all of us, but so many angles and truths will be shared in this curious process. Oh, wow!

● Wearing yourself too thin and becoming a workaholic vs. taking breaks when needed

● Cramming fifteen things in a ten-thing space vs. not putting pressure on yourself with timing

● Getting overwhelmed easily when others put pressure on you vs. not accepting the pressure

● Living in the past and holding onto negative experiences vs. releasing old concepts

Thursday, August 13, 2020: Blatant

Today will question the blatant accuracy, honesty, and decency of a whole bunch of crucial things in the matter at hand. Face them with your candor, frankness, and sincerity all at the same time. Your inner verity and truth forever run your whole energy forward and any confusion and deceit endlessly send it all back. When you find yourself ahead or not, you know why that is.

● Being a know-it-all and giving advice vs. giving suggestions and not expect compliance

● Being too picky in your choices and then becoming disappointed vs. thinking things through

● Thinking there is only one way to do things – your way vs. staying open to other’s opinions

● Getting overwhelmed and giving up easily vs. releasing your fear of success by staying relaxed

Friday, August 14, 2020: Determine

By now, you can infer how things are turning up and determine what this really means for you. You are always best off having both clarified and learned from what you have gone through. This is the reason, today will mark a big one for you as you gather the wisdom collected this week so far. Kudos!

● Sipping drinks and eating snacks obsessively vs. managing your intake of food intelligently

● Hiding or being shy to avoid confrontation at all costs vs. not being afraid to express yourself

● Being impatient with less organized minds vs. realize everyone has come to do their work

● Ignoring the facts of what, when, where and why vs. making a plan with all of the facts

Saturday, August 15, 2020: Retrieve

You cannot let anything get lost in fast pace action and will have to retrieve the key vital knowledge from the pile of information and learning that has been going on. State it over again so it can get engrained in your energy fiber for good. You could also celebrate the growth it substantiates and the extra mileage it gives your height with a pat on your back.

● Getting on a glory trip and wanting to be a guru vs. respecting everyone’s experience

● Being late for appointments because everything takes longer than expected vs. being timely

● Undermining people or putting them down vs. respecting everyone for where they are at

● Feeling insecure and becoming dependent on others, especially loved ones vs. feeling secure

Sunday, August 16, 2020: Exact

You will appreciate to pinpoint with an exact clarity what you got out of the whole thing so far. This will make your day and ready you on for the following week of more and more diligent discoveries leading to truthful resolve of pending entangled matters of the unknown.

● Having great ideas but not putting them into action vs. being proactive on all of your hunches

● Hiding your emotional side behind a fake persona vs. revealing your feelings confidently

● Having difficulty opening up and sharing your feelings vs. being more open and sincere

● Gossiping about other people when you feel wronged by them vs. respecting their position

Key Word Sentence for your Direction This Week:

Every problem has a solution when you exercise the blatant ways to determine how to retrieve the exact helpful information needed.

Key Word Sentence for your Sensitivity This Week:

Be exact to retrieve and determine the blatant facts to exercise a creative solution for any problem.
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			The Energy of the Week for August 10-16, 2020: Fast Pace


			
				Posted on August 9, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

DO’s & DON’Ts in your personal, business and social life

[image: ]Put on your seatbelt and let the week spin you around like on a carousel at an amusement park. Moving fast pace will be the story every single day. You will greatly enjoy the ride if you can stay sane and not lose your big picture of where and why you are headed. Remember your purpose every single day and you will not get queasy by the swift energy lifting you up and down a lot. Keep notes by your side and let the fun begin!

How this energy affects you in your personal life:

The energy will be speeding up right off from Monday morning and as soon as your ears get used to accelerating with a fast pace, you will be good to go traveling comfortably with your agenda in hand and fully understanding not to miss on anything important as you go flying high. If you are clear and ready to go get the one thing you are going for, you can go straight for it not missing a beat. Dispel any aversion right off the bat as you do not have use for any resistance stalling your progress. Arrive well on Sunday and let all your experiences settle in. You will discover you have made a major headway.

DON’T become a space cadet and end up in la-la land.

DO know anything is possible as long as you are clear about what you want.

DON’T expect, assume and demand of yourself and othe

DO love reading books, but do not get disappointed when the movie comes out.

DON’T cut off your creativity by being too practical or conservative.

DO seize the outdoors and enjoy conquering nature.

DON’T want and demand to be the center of attention.

DO be very compassionate but do not cater to others.

How this energy affects you in your business life:

A fast pace action during the global slowdown will be the most unusual work experience ever, but when the energy is lining up things to happen for you – they just do. Being present while in the middle of it will keep you informed and oriented throughout. Take a moment to assure yourself you feel good and help those who are helping you. Together you can soar the sky.

DON’T have jealous feelings that if you cannot have it, you will destroy it.

DO take special interest in learning about other cultures and people around the world.

DON’T get locked into a picture of the way things should be.

DO desire to improve things and easily imagine how to do them better.

DON’T be a control freak.

DO set up a system of policies and procedures for others to follow.

DON’T have a tendency to get into the hold or mud with others by not being detached.

DO be aware that the fact you need is the “why” and that your energy is warm.

How this energy affects you in your social life:

Go swiftly, but do not expect anything to happen instantly for you when others are concerned. While your relationships will look cool with a fast pace on the surface, underneath it all there will be much to think about and clarify as to the real connections and reasons behind them with everyone. By the finish of the week, you will get to know many of them better than before and this will make a huge difference for you in the end.

DON’T become very cynical and make fun of others.

DO love your freedom and allow others to make their own choices.

DON’T be so competitive that you need to win at all costs.

DO be a good designer who matches colors easily.

DON’T avoid crowds and loud social events just so you can hear yourself think.

DO choose quality over quantity when it comes to your possessions.

DON’T feel sorry for others and want to sympathize or save them from their troubles.

DO stay detached by recognizing other people’s problems are not your own.
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			Weekly Energy of the Day for August 3-9, 2020


			
				Posted on August 3, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

Daily Challenges Vs. Solutions

[image: ]Pause for a POSITIVE resolve and get the most advantage out of the week’s challenge revealing much unexpected details that could initially cringe your world. Examine the facts about this earthquake to gain much clarity you will need to proceed with confidence in peace. Every day may take you in route to the largest learning curve of the last few years, so you will be getting taller and smarter as you go.

Monday, August 3, 2020: Contain

The key to contain reality gracefully is to subdue adverse or gloomy thoughts about negative appearing circumstances. There is always wisdom to take away even from the biggest conundrum that may seem to be affecting you directly the most. You are always strengthened to no end before you are tested by tribulations so you can indeed withstand anything that puts you in a disadvantage in any way. A positive stand puts you in the best position to handle anything and everything.

● Complaining a lot and getting involved in too many moral issues vs. looking at both sides

● Being a neat freak and imposing this on others vs. accepting people exactly the way they are

● Building empires in order to feel important vs. being successful for your own sake

● Throwing temper tantrums when you don’t get your way vs. being flexible and caring

Tuesday, August 4, 2020: Practical

Make a bullet list to keep your day practical and efficient. Put down the things you want to clarify better. Ask hard questions to get useful answers. Even if you do not see it yet, the way to resolve things is there somewhere and you can discover it with enough due diligence on your end. Go strong all day long!

● Forgetting what you consider to be unimportant details or trivia vs. staying focused

● Tending to overdo to prove yourself vs. realizing you do not have to prove anything

● Compromising your own standards when you get under pressure vs. keeping a perspective

● Investing too much in relationships and losing your identity vs. staying loyal to yourself first

Wednesday, August 5, 2020: Insurmountable

There is nothing insurmountable that you cannot conquer if you remain invincible to the things that try to tear you down. You are thriving when you are positive and buoyant, so you rise above the troubling trivia which cannot touch you if you let it stay lower than where you are. High spirits will save the day.

● Sipping drinks and eating snacks obsessively vs. eating when you are hungry

● Having a lot of pride and hiding behind a fake persona vs. just being yourself no matter what

● Over thinking to the point where you cannot share your feelings vs. opening up the true you

● Having a tendency to be a drama queen/king vs. loving yourself first and feeling secure

Thursday, August 6, 2020: Prepare

You cannot prepare for trouble, it just comes and goes sometimes, but you can duck and let it go around you. Being wakeful pays off. Watching your own back once life alerts that you should comes in handy. You can uncover almost everything you need to know by staying vigilant to all facts crossing in front and ahead of you. You are always handed a hint and a lead if you are paying close attention. Zoom in and put the magnifying glass to work for you.

● Making lots of piles where only you know where everything is vs. working in compact units

● Dwelling on past negative experiences and not releasing them vs. staying in the present

● Being very secretive and overly protecting your privacy vs. being willing to share openly

● Gossiping about people when you feel wronged by them vs. confronting the facts of the matter

Friday, August 7, 2020: Diversity

You have got to love and respect diversity in whatsoever kind it comes. Flaws and pitfalls from all around you can be used as great warnings of what fails, so you do not need to go near it. We can all learn from others’ lessons and be grateful how much they are opening our eyes wider to many things we can be forewarned about. The more expensive a lesson, the more important it must be.

● Tending to procrastinate vs. keeping your timing spot on

● Being afraid to make decisions for fear of being wrong vs. decide what you want and go for it

● Pushing yourself and going too long without eating vs. taking care of your own needs first

● Feeling sorry for others and sympathizing vs. realizing everyone can care for themselves

Saturday, August 8, 2020: Act

You may be able to act wiser now with a newly enlightened consciousness from a rigorous week that did not spare you any fret. Compose yourself to handle the consequences of your new discoveries so you can utilize the super usefulness of their illuminating nature. Knowledgeable, you can possibly defy the gravity of the unsettling state of things all around.

● Getting on a glory trip and being a guru vs. listening and respecting everyone’s opinion

● Being very traditional or even dogmatic vs. being flexible and listening to others

● Bullying others by pushing your decisions on them vs. letting others use their creativity

● Being a care-taker rather than a care-giver vs. giving without expecting in return

Sunday, August 9, 2020: Nice

Positively a nice day with lightness from beginning to end. The energy has implemented an extra layer of delightful context to brighten up the atmosphere for everyone. The goodness can be found even in the cracks of rugged and bumpy surfaces that are bristly and scratchy, because it is inevitably within the core of each and every one of us. Looking for it could be the icing on the cake today.

● Losing your initiative when you get too comfortable vs. staying focused on the bigger picture

● Being picky then disappointed with your choices vs. taking the time to choose what you want

● Overbearing and aggressive in your approach with others vs. respecting others ideas

● Playing dumb in order to make others feel guilty vs. bring out your intelligence and using it

Key Word Sentence for your Direction This Week:

Contain your practical solutions for any insurmountable situations when you prepare for a diversity in the way your life can act nice toward you.

Key Word Sentence for your Sensitivity This Week:

A nice act of diversity will prepare you for the insurmountable challenging times in life with practical answers that contain deep wisdom.
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			The Energy of the Week for August 3-9, 2020: Positive


			
				Posted on August 3, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

DO’s & DON’Ts in your personal, business and social life

[image: ]A big challenge this week will be to retain your composure and maintain good thoughts so you can generate positive ideas no matter what unexpected situation life puts you in. These may be tricky and shocking things you are faced with and it will be best to wait out until the tension wears off so you can act again out of a peaceful and serene place inside you. Pause and pace yourself to being assured and constructive in your response. Doing so every day will be most useful.

How this energy affects you in your personal life:

You always know deep inside everything is going to be alright no matter what. You can sure use this cool and poised state of mind as you go this week. This will help so nothing can faze you or bring you to experience any degree of dismay. If you feel disillusioned with what you are witnessing on the outside, you can dig deeper for what it really means and the reasons for it in the big picture of everything. After certain reveal, you will finally start to see the positive silver lining even in the darkest and lowest cloud hanging over your head.

DON’T be a mama or papa goose and tell other people how to live their lives.

DO work in compact units so you can keep everything in order.

DON’T cram fifteen things in a ten thing space.

DO see the big picture with all the steps in between.

DON’T become too selfish (me-first, me-second, me-third).

DO be a good organizer of people, materials and programs.

DON’T get too impatient when your emotions take over.

DO consider every important because we are all a part of the whole.

How this energy affects you in your business life:

You may be subjected to triple checking some facts based on any issue related to what you do. The more you clarify, the easier it will get eventually. Anything that appears harder will be demanding only until you focus on it closely to uncover what is indeed within it. Inspect and introspect on anything that needs it. Once you find out enough, you will get more contented with doing your part to accept the ways to go about it. Being positive will bring the resolve you are looking for.

DON’T have a tendency to ramble on and on with a captive audience.

DO take special interest in learning about other cultures and people around the world.

DON’T expect, assume and demand of yourself and others.

DO realize once you have seen a face, you will never forget it.

DON’T cut off your creativity by being too practical or conservative in your thinking.

DO have your own territory and respect other people’s time, space and opinions.

DON’T indulge in food, etc. as a way of avoiding your emotions.

DO be open and giving in every aspect of your life.

How this energy affects you in your social life:

It is most helpful and hopeful to be optimistic and positive. Assume you can find something deeper that will sound better than what appears that you may not like on the outside. As everybody is unique, our relation to others is always as complex as it gets at least in certain moments in time. Believing in the human spirit deep within each and every one of us is essential to manage how to perceive people around us for who they really are. There is always room for genuine concern and desire to help and encourage those who need a helping hand. Be lighthearted.

DON’T have a tendency to be nosy, meddle or stick your head in other people’s business.

DO love your freedom and allow others to make their own decisions.

DON’T have too much pride and not want to look bad.

DO be a strong optimist because you can always visualize a successful outcome.

DON’T get overwhelmed easily when others put pressure on you.

DO choose quality over quantity when it comes to your possessions.

DON’T have a tendency to get in the hole or the mud with others by not being detached.

DO have a light and warm heart and stay positive under trying circumstances.
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			The Energy of the Month for August is RESOLVE


			
				Posted on August 1, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

DO’s & DON’Ts in your personal, business and social life

[image: ]All things you have been trying to solve recently, the month of August will have you start from A and find the best way to RESOLVE completely once and for all. This will not come at no cost to you as you will have to go in a full mode all out to uncover everything you need to know for sure in order to discover the best route to follow for what you have to do. However, this process is promising to be the most rewarding experience you could ever have. Brace yourself and unearth all the dark unknowns that have been throwing shadows over your entire existence.

How this energy affects you in your personal life:

In order to RESOLVE and rectify anything on the outside, you will have to come to full terms with and reconcile with your consciousness on the inside. You will have to square away what and how you have done before you remind yourself about why you have done it to arrive at an all time peace about it. This will also restore your balance and equilibrium you will need to have in order to move on whole.

DON’T trust in the potential of others so much that you give them too much credit.

DO get a second wind and continue to be very productive.

DON’T have a need to look different in order to stand out in the crowd.

DO have a clear perspective where everyone and everything fits in your life.

DON’T sacrifice quality by rushing to get the project out there too soon.

DO clearly discern the difference between your own energy and what does not belong to you.

DON’T want devotion wanting others to beg you to do something or kiss your ring.

DO love others and respect their free will even if they do not agree with you.

How this energy affects you in your business life:

Get a grip and a shovel, because you may need to excavate a few ghosts and skeletons in your line of business. They may come out of shady corners or be covered in dust and cobwebs, but once the dusting and cleaning begins, you would likely want to scrub and rake until it is all uncovered. Much like an archeologist, it will take lots of hard work and patience, however it will RESOLVE and pay in the end.

DON’T get bored easily and not follow through or finish the projects that you start.

DO easily see the potential in yourself and others, but do not interfere with their free will.

DON’T be a neat freak and impose this on others.

DO be at ease sharing things exactly as you experience and see them.

DON’T tend to avoid crowds and loud social events so you can simply hear yourself think.

DO like to have your own territory and respect other people’s time, space and opinions.

DON’T feel insecure and become dependent on others, especially your loved ones.

DO instantly feel the energy of others around you and if they need a healing.

How this energy affects you in your social life:

Take an uncomfortable feeling you have toward anyone and decipher what exactly causes it. You do not need to carry the weight from this unclarity anymore. Once you are able to discern and understand it, you can explain it, fix it and RESOVE it. Sometimes you just have to do what you have to do to get to a better place. It will all feel better in the end.

DON’T have a tendency to be possessive.

DO realize life is meant to be fun and do not take things too seriously.

DON’T take a tragic view of life and make everything into a big deal.

DO have tremendous empathy and picture being in other people’s shoes.

DON’T sacrifice quality by rushing to get the project out there too soon.

DO have a few trustworthy friends and many acquaintances.

DON’T get easily excited and jump into projects without thinking about the consequences.

DO feel close to others and have many friends and acquaintances.
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			Weekly Energy of the Day for July 27-August 2, 2020


			
				Posted on July 27, 2020 by Inner Expansion Staff			


				
				Prophetic, Clairvoyant, Clairaudient and Feeler

aka Purple, Yellow, Red and Blue Color Senses

Daily Challenges Vs. Solutions

[image: ]In and not out of CONTROL, you can shatter whatever works against you, be it fears and uncertainty, deception and confusion, or unrest and discord anywhere inside or around you. Stand strong to finish July on a solid ground for yourself and start August in a power mode ready to soar successfully.

Monday, July 27, 2020: Accent

Put your accent on the articulation of your communication as the great need to explain things really well will be crucial for your successful expression and its viable outcome. Voicing your truth will assure you stay in control like the flow you create from it. Your competence of dealing with it effectively will show. This will start your week on the right foot.

● Coming up with great ideas but not putting them into action vs. an upbeat proactive attitude

● Cramming fifteen things in a ten thing space vs. pacing your projects and chores just right

● Tending to push yourself going too long without eating vs. taking good care of yourself

● Getting bogged down in unimportant details vs. paying attention to all relevant information

Tuesday, July 28, 2020: Love

You can take your glove with love to relax your fist so you are not stressed at the encounter with some crude reality you have been experiencing recently. Letting yourself be angry with anything else lets it control you. Being yourself is standing your ground invincible. You own this.

● Getting bored easily not finishing up started projects vs. being thrilled to bring tasks to a finish

● Very competitive needing to win to be the best at all costs vs. doing your best with results

● Pushing your way through projects without communicating first vs. coordinating in advance

● Making others more important than yourself as a do-gooder vs. always treating yourself well

Wednesday, July 29, 2020: Action

Pay close attention to your action of reaction to the current events that have you mildly annoyed or aggravated. If you stay peaceful in your own zone, nothing can distort your spirit. Today will move fast. Bypass the trivia and cut to the chase of what really matters by holding your end with dignity.

● Having a tendency to become a home-body avoiding going out vs. being involved in a full life

● Cutting out those you do not like (out-of-sight and out-of-mind) vs. giving second chances

● Being a control freak vs. leading by example without forcefully controlling anyone

● Giving people gifts so they like you vs. being your nicest self whether liked or not

Thursday, July 30, 2020: Leverage

Suddenly you will realize you hold all kinds of leverage over anything possibly trying to take away from you. Use it to your advantage to get empowered and win.

● Tending to interrupt or fragment others with unrelated comments vs. sticking to the point

● Being overly frugal to the point of being cheap vs. having high quality standards

● Becoming overprotective of projects and people vs. helping others in a detached way

● Feeling sorry for yourself complaining when you do not get attention vs. being independent

Friday, July 31, 2020: Activate

You can trigger the desired outcomes when you activate your input into the dealings at hand with much charm and charisma. Unleash the magnetism your inspirations carry and turn on their appeal to win over your venture with ovation by all those watching you closely. Super cool!

● Becoming a lazy couch potato watching a lot of TV vs. being proactive living a full life

● Having a tendency to be traditional or even dogmatic vs. updating and upgrading yourself

● Getting discouraged when overwhelmed by negative thoughts in your head vs. staying light

● Investing too much in other people and losing your own identity vs. trusting but verifying

Saturday, August 1, 2020: Consciousness

Today you may discover something has been testing your very consciousness this past week already. Starting a new month marks a new beginning and you would like it to be with as clean a slate as you possibly can use right now. Straighten out your act to be in full control in every situation. Strengthen your nerve with a lot of verve.

● Becoming very cynical and making fun of others vs. respecting people, commenting on actions

● Having too much pride and not wanting to look bad vs. stating things for what they are

● Compromising your own standards when under pressure vs. keeping up with a high quality bar

● Wanting others to beg you to do something or kiss your ring for devotion vs. being humble

Sunday, August 2, 2020: Live It Up!

Yes, six days have passed and this one is your last to live it up! Fill yourself up with desire to live to the fullest and enjoy tremendously every moment to the coolest with as much delight as you can contain. After all the effort you have spent lately – you more than deserve it!

● Indulging in too much sleep in order to escape vs. resting and using all your energy

● Wasting others’ time being long winded over-explaining the story vs. being to-the-point

● Over thinking to the point you cannot express your true feelings vs. being openly sincere

● Having trouble setting boundaries getting mixed up in others’ problems vs. being discerning

Key Word Sentence for your Direction This Week:

Put an accent to your love in action to leverage and activate your full consciousness and live it up! every day.

Key Word Sentence for your Sensitivity This Week:

Live it up! with a great consciousness as you activate your leverage in an infinite action of love and accent how much it really means to you.
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